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ABSTRACT During the COVID-19 pandemic, engagement in various remote activities such as online
education and meetings has increased. However, since the conventional online environments typically
provide simple streaming services using cameras and microphones, there have limitations in terms of
physical expression and experiencing real-world activities such as cultural and economic activities. Recently,
metaverse environments, three-dimensional virtual reality that use avatars, have attracted increasing attention
as a means to solve these problems. Thus, many metaverse platforms such as Roblox, Minecraft, and
Fortnite have been emerging to provide various services to users. However, such metaverse environments
are potentially vulnerable to various security threats because the users and platform servers communicate
through public channels. In addition, sensitive user data such as identity, password, and biometric information
are managed by each platform server. In this paper, we design a systemmodel that can guarantee secure com-
munication and transparently manage user identification data in metaverse environments using blockchain
technology. We also propose a mutual authentication scheme using biometric information and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) to provide secure communication between users and platform servers and secure avatar
interactions between avatars and avatars. To demonstrate the security of the proposed mutual authentication
scheme, we perform informal security analysis, Burrows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic, Real-or-Random
(ROR) model, and Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA). In addi-
tion, we compare the computation costs, communication costs, and security features of the proposed scheme
with existing schemes in similar environments. The results demonstrate that the proposed scheme has lower
computation and communication costs and can provide a wider range of security features than existing
schemes. Thus, our proposed scheme can be used to provide secure metaverse environments.
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INDEX TERMS Metaverse, avatar, authentication, BAN logic, ROR model, AVISPA, blockchain, elliptic
curve cryptography, biohashing.

I. INTRODUCTION23

During the recent COVID-19 pandemic, engagement in var-24

ious remote activities such as online education, meetings,25

and games increased rapidly to reduce the risk of infec-26

tion. People can use convenient services such as real-time27

education, telecommuting, and video conferencing without28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zijian Zhang .

physically contacting others in the online environment. How- 29

ever, conventional online environments only provide simple 30

streaming services using cameras and microphones. As a 31

result, such environments are limited in terms of physi- 32

cal expression and social, cultural, and economic activities 33

[1], [2]. Thus, existing online services cannot provide users 34

with experiences similar to the real world. With the recent 35

development of computer vision and graphics process- 36

ing technologies, metaverse environments are expected to 37
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overcome the limitations of online services by providing38

more realistic experiences.39

Metaverse [3] is derived from the science fiction novel40

‘‘SnowCrash’’ byNeal Stevenson in 1992. It is a combination41

of the words ‘‘meta’’ (meaning virtual and transcendent) and42

‘‘universe’’ (meaning space and world). In a metaverse envi-43

ronment, users can access various virtual spaces using smart44

devices such as goggles and earphones, and engage in various45

remote and virtual activities including education, travel, and46

trade, using avatars. In other words, a metaverse environment47

can be defined as a three-dimensional virtual reality in which48

social, cultural, and economic activities are possible using49

avatars [4]. Thus, the metaverse environments can provide50

more immersive experiences than existing online environ-51

ments and they are expected to be used widely [5], [6]. With52

the increasing popularity of the metaverse environments,53

various metaverse platforms such as Roblox, Minecraft,54

and Fortnite have emerged to provide virtual reality expe-55

riences using avatars. In addition, various devices such as56

HTC VIVE and Oculus Quest that employ AR(Augmented57

Reality), VR(Virtual Reality), and XR(eXtended Reality)58

technologies are utilized in metaverse platforms to provide59

realistic services using the physical information of users such60

as gaze and motion data.61

Currently, metaverse platforms provide various services62

using virtual spaces and avatars, such as education, telecom-63

muting, and gaming [7]. Users must register with the appro-64

priate platform servers to access the desired service managed65

by various platforms. Then, users can communicate with the66

platform servers and transmit their physical information such67

as gaze and motion data using their smart devices. The plat-68

form servers provide various virtual spaces to the users and69

render the user’s avatar in real-time using the received physi-70

cal data. In addition, the users can utilize their avatars to com-71

municate with other avatars for interactions such as trading72

and chatting through the platform server [8]. Therefore, users73

can express their actions and perform various activities using74

their avatars in metaverse environments.75

Although metaverse environments can provide various76

appealing services, several problems must be addressed.77

In metaverse environments, the users and platform servers78

communicate through public channels. Thus, an adversary79

can attempt to forge and modify communication messages80

and attempt various security attacks such as impersonation81

and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. In addition, users82

must register with each platform server to use the correspond-83

ing services. However, this is inconvenient for users because84

they must send information such as identifiers, passwords,85

and personal data every time to register with each platform86

server. Moreover, user identification data such as identifiers87

and passwords depend on each platform server, which means88

that the integrity of user data must be ensured because forgery89

and modification of the user data can cause various secu-90

rity problems. Furthermore, an adversary can legally create91

a malicious avatar to deceive people in such virtual spaces.92

However, an avatar cannot verify the identity of whether the93

other avatars are malicious. This can cause serious problems 94

such as identity leakage, theft, and virtual asset fraud during 95

avatar interactions. 96

To solve these problems, secure communication must be 97

provided between users and platform servers. Avatar authen- 98

tication is also required to provide secure avatar interactions 99

such as trading and chatting in virtual spaces. In addition, 100

secure and transparent management of user identification 101

data is required. In this paper, we utilize blockchain technol- 102

ogy to prevent the dependency of user data on each platform 103

server and provide security of user data. Then, we design 104

a system model using blockchain technology for metaverse 105

environments. In our systemmodel, wemanage the user iden- 106

tification data in blockchain to provide user data integrity 107

and transparency. We also propose an authentication scheme 108

utilizing blockchain between users and platform servers and 109

between avatars and avatars to ensure secure communication 110

and avatar interactions in metaverse environments. 111

A. CONTRIBUTIONS 112

Our primary contributions are summarized as follows. 113

• We design a system model to guarantee secure com- 114

munication and avatar interactions in metaverse envi- 115

ronments. In this system model, we suggest transparent 116

management of each user’s pseudo-identity and public 117

key using blockchain technology. 118

• We propose a mutual authentication scheme using Ellip- 119

tic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and biometric informa- 120

tion to provide secure communication between users 121

and platform servers. In addition, we propose an avatar 122

authentication scheme to provide secure avatar-to-avatar 123

interactions. 124

• We perform an informal analysis to show that the pro- 125

posed scheme can withstand a variety of security attacks 126

including impersonation, stolen smart devices, MITM, 127

and insider attacks. We also prove that the proposed 128

scheme can guarantee mutual authentication and secu- 129

rity of the session key utilizing the Burrows–Abadi– 130

Needham (BAN) logic [9] and the Real-or-Random 131

(ROR) model [10]. 132

• We demonstrate that the proposed scheme can resist 133

replay and MITM attacks utilizing the Automated Val- 134

idation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications 135

(AVISPA) [11]. In addition, we estimate the computa- 136

tion and communication costs of the proposed scheme. 137

Finally, we compare the performance and security fea- 138

tures of the proposed scheme with existing schemes in 139

similar environments. 140

B. ORGANIZATION 141

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related 142

work is introduced in Section II, and relevant preliminaries 143

including the Blockchain, ECC, Biohashing, the adversary 144

model, and the system model are described in Section III. 145

The proposed mutual authentication scheme to guarantee 146
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secure communication is proposed in Section IV. The secu-147

rity and performance of the proposed scheme are discussed148

in Section V and Section VI, respectively. Finally, the paper149

is concluded in Section VII.150

II. RELATED WORK151

After the term metaverse appeared in the novel Snow Crash,152

developments in the computer vision and graphic fields made153

it possible to realize virtual reality technologies. In 2003,154

the Second Life platform [12] which is a client-server archi-155

tecture was launched to provide a metaverse environment.156

In Second Life, users can participate in various activities157

such as avatar creation, attending virtual classes, and virtual158

item trading. In 2007, smart et al. [13] presented represen-159

tative research of the metaverse. They asserted a meta-160

verse roadmap and provided a definition of a metaverse161

that included four primary components, namely, augmented162

reality, lifelogging, mirror worlds, and virtual worlds. Their163

research created a broader concept of the metaverse and led164

to the emergence of various metaverse platforms. In the last165

few years, several metaverse gaming platforms have been166

launched, including Roblox, Fortnite, and Minecraft, and167

these platforms allow users to create their own avatars and168

interact with each other [14]. Recently, metaverse education169

platforms have also been studied. In 2021, Gan et al. [15]170

proposed a virtual reality teaching platform to provide immer-171

sive education for users. In 2022, Jovanovic and Milosavl-172

jevic [16] proposed the VoRtex platform to provide an173

educational experience and support collaborative learning174

activities in virtual spaces.175

As metaverse research increases, several studies have dis-176

cussed the security of metaverse environments [17], [18],177

[19], [20], [21]. In 2016, O’Brolchain et al. [17] claimed that178

privacy threats are possible in virtual reality because users179

perform many tasks and activities in virtual spaces, and user180

data are frequently communicated with servers and other181

users through public channels. In addition, user devices store182

personal data to access a virtual reality. Thus, unauthorized183

and malicious users can easily access user data and com-184

promise user information. O’Brolchain et al. also discussed185

various countermeasures such as data encryption, data trans-186

parency, and end-to-end encryption to address privacy threats187

in virtual reality. In addition, in 2018, Falchuk et al. [18]188

asserted the importance of privacy in metaverse environ-189

ments and they categorized the privacy type as personal infor-190

mation, behavior, and communication data. They said that191

personal information could be exposed to others when inter-192

acting with malicious avatars such as trading and chatting193

in virtual spaces. Therefore, an adversary can try various194

attacks such as invasion of privacy, impersonation, and iden-195

tity theft, using the obtained personal information. In 2019,196

Guzman et al. [19] organized the general security and privacy197

requirements for virtual reality environments. They stated198

that device security is important because users communi-199

cate using various smart devices in virtual reality. They also200

claimed that data integrity, authorization, user authentication,201

and data confidentiality are requirements in the design of 202

a virtual reality system to prevent various security threats. 203

In 2022, Tan et al. [20] proposed using blockchain technol- 204

ogy inmetaverse environments to realize decentralization and 205

interoperability. They said that blockchain technology can be 206

employed to protect, store, and share data. Moreover, in 2022, 207

Yang et al. [21] claimed that blockchain technology can be 208

used to realize data transparency, openness, authenticity, and 209

efficiency in metaverse environments. However, a specific 210

system model and mutual authentication scheme for meta- 211

verse environments have not been proposed to date. 212

In the following, we introduce several existing mutual 213

authentication schemes for guaranteeing secure communi- 214

cation in IoT environments that are similar to metaverse 215

environments. In 2020, Panda and Chattopadhyay [22] pro- 216

posed a mutual authentication scheme for IoT environments 217

using ECC and a password verifier. They analyzed the secu- 218

rity aspects of their scheme using the AVISPA tool. How- 219

ever, Chen et al. [23] asserted that the scheme proposed by 220

Panda and Chattopadhyay does not consider various security 221

features such as stolen smartcards and user impersonation 222

attacks. Haq et al. [24] proposed a two-factor authentication 223

protocol for 5G networks and they performed informal and 224

formal security analyses to prove that their scheme can pre- 225

vent a variety of security attacks. Unfortunately, their proto- 226

col is still vulnerable to user/server impersonations, MITM, 227

and privileged insider attacks [25]. In 2022, Li et al. [26] pro- 228

posed a blockchain-based mutual authentication scheme for 229

key agreements between users and servers. They stated that 230

their scheme can prevent impersonation and MITM attacks, 231

and that it can provide perfect forward secrecy. However, 232

their scheme does not handle other security features such 233

as insider, privileged insider attacks, and user anonymity. 234

Although [22], [24], and [26] can be utilized for a meta- 235

verse environment, these schemes lack the security features 236

required to ensure secure communication, and they do not 237

consider user-to-user authentication. 238

III. PRELIMINARIES 239

In this section, we describe simple preliminary concepts 240

including Blockchain, ECC, and Biohashing.We then explain 241

the adversary model and system model used in this paper. 242

A. BLOCKCHAIN 243

The blockchain [27] is a distributed ledger that provides data 244

transparency, integrity, and tamper resistance. Blockchain 245

can be classified into permissionless (public) blockchains 246

and permissioned blockchains [28], [29]. In a permissionless 247

blockchain such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, anyone can read 248

data, write data, and participate in the consensus process. 249

Note that anyone can freely enter or leave the networkwithout 250

authorization, including potentially malicious adversaries. 251

Permissioned blockchains can be divided into private per- 252

missioned blockchains (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric) and public 253

permissioned blockchains (e.g., Sovrin). In both private and 254

public permissioned blockchains, participation in the writing 255
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and consensus processes is limited. Here, the consensus pro-256

cess is performed by a selected group of trusted nodes. How-257

ever, private permissioned blockchains restrict read access,258

and public permissioned blockchains allow anyone to read the259

data. Therefore, we utilize a public permissioned blockchain260

to manage user pseudo-identity and public keys transparently261

in metaverse environments.262

B. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY263

ECC, which employs an elliptic curve over a large finite field,264

provides better security performance with smaller key sizes265

than existing public-key cryptography techniques [30], [31].266

Assume that p is a large prime, Fp represents prime fields,267

u, r ∈ Fp, and 4u3 + 27r2 6= 0 (mod p). Then, a nonsingular268

elliptic curve Ep(u, r) over Fp is denoted Ep(u, r) : y2 = x3+269

ux + r (mod p). In addition, assume that Q is a base point270

on Ep(u, r) and a positive integer t ∈ Fp. Then, the point271

multiplication is denoted t ·Q = Q+ · · · +Q (t times). ECC272

security is based on the following problems.273

• Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP).274

Assume that P and Q are two points on Ep(u, r) and x ∈275

Fp. However, it is computationally difficult to determine276

x from Q = x · P.277

• Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Problem (ECDHP).278

Assume that P, x1 · P, and x2 · P are three points279

on Ep(u, r). However, it is computationally difficult to280

determine x1 · x2 · P.281

• Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem282

(ECDDHP). Assume that P, x1 · P, x2 · P, and x3 · P are283

four points on Ep(u, r) and x1, x2, x3 ∈ Z∗p . However,284

it is difficult to determine whether x3 · P = x1 · x2 · P.285

C. BIOHASHING286

Biometric information of the user can be used as an addi-287

tional factor in an authentication system and is a suitable way288

to identify a real user. Jin et al. [32] introduced a biohash-289

ing function using fingerprint data to verify users, and they290

demonstrated that fingerprint data of users can be converted291

to a bit form using biohashing.292

• The biometric feature is extracted from the fingerprint293

and represented as a vector v ∈ Rn.294

• A set of pseudo-random numbers ri ∈ Rn(i = 1, . . . , n)295

is generated the using Blum–Blum–Shub methods.296

• Apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure with generated297

pseudo-random number to transform the basis ri into an298

ori ∈ Rn(i = 1, . . . , n).299

• Calculate the inner product operation between v and ori.300

As a result, the biohash code bi is computed as follows.301

bi =

{
0, if 〈v|ori〉 ≤ τ
1, if 〈v|ori〉 > τ,

302

where τ is a preset threshold.303

D. ADVERSARY MODEL304

We consider the widely used ‘‘Dolev-Yao(DY) model’’ [33],305

[34] for analyzing protocol security. Following this model,306

an adversary has complete control of all messages communi- 307

cated via public channels and can eavesdrop, delete, andmod- 308

ify these messages. Thus, the adversary can attempt various 309

security attacks. The abilities of the adversary can be defined 310

as follows. 311

• An adversary can perform security attacks such as 312

impersonation, replay, and MITM attacks. 313

• An adversary can obtain a user’s smart device. Then, the 314

adversary can extract all data stored on the smart device 315

using power analysis attacks [35], [36], [37]. 316

• An adversary can legally create an avatar and attempt to 317

impersonate other avatars. 318

• An adversary can be an insider in the platform server. 319

Furthermore, we also adopt the ‘‘Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) 320

model’’ [38], which has a stronger assumption than the DY 321

model. In the CK model, an adversary can obtain ephemeral 322

values such as random numbers or long-term values such as 323

private and master keys. Then, the adversary can attempt to 324

compute the session key by conducting the ephemeral secret 325

leakage attack. 326

E. SYSTEM MODEL 327

The system model for a metaverse environment consists 328

of the certificate authority, users, platform servers, and a 329

blockchain, as represented in Figure 1. 330

• Certificate authority: The certificate authority is a 331

fully-trusted entity that initializes system parameters and 332

publishes public information. The certificate authority 333

receives the user’s pseudo-identity, public key, and per- 334

sonal information from the user. Then, the certificate 335

authority uses the received personal information to ver- 336

ify the user’s identity once and stores the user’s pseudo- 337

identity and public key in the blockchain. In addition, the 338

certificate authority creates user credential values that 339

must be authenticated between the user and the platform 340

servers, and the certificate authority transmits the cre- 341

dential values to the user. 342

• User: The user sends the pseudo-identity, public key, 343

and personal information to the certificate authority for 344

identity verification to participate in the metaverse envi- 345

ronment. Then, the user can communicate with various 346

platform servers through an authentication process that 347

uses the user’s pseudo-identity and credential values. 348

Afterward, the user can create an avatar and access var- 349

ious virtual spaces managed by the platform servers. 350

In addition, the user can authenticate with the other 351

avatars using the pseudo-identity and the public key 352

stored in the blockchain to achieve secure avatar-to- 353

avatar interaction in virtual spaces. 354

• Platform server: Each platform server provides different 355

immersive services such as education and game services 356

to users through various virtual spaces. If a user attempts 357

to access the platform server, the platform server veri- 358

fies their credential value and pseudo-identity using the 359

blockchain and the public key of the certificate authority. 360
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FIGURE 1. The proposed system model for a metaverse environment.

In addition, each platform server is responsible for for-361

warding request and response messages in their virtual362

spaces for avatar authentication processes.363

• Blockchain: The public permissioned blockchain is364

adopted in our scheme. Thus, any node can read the data365

in the blockchain; however, only a selected group of enti-366

ties such as the certificate authority and platform servers367

can participate in the consensus process. In our system368

model, we manage identification data of users such as369

the pseudo-identity and public key in blockchain to pro-370

vide data integrity and data transparency. Users must371

transmit their personal information to the certificate372

authority for uploading their identification data. After a373

certificate authority verifies the user’s identity, the cer-374

tificate authority uploads the pseudo-identity and public375

key of users to the blockchain. Then, the blockchain376

transparently manages the user’s pseudo-identity and377

public keys. As a result, the platform servers can verify378

whether users are legitimate using the data stored in379

the blockchain. Furthermore, a user can verify another380

avatar’s identity through the avatar authentication phase381

using the blockchain in virtual spaces.382

The process of the proposed system model is as follows.383

1) The user transmits their pseudo-identity, public key,384

and personal information to the certificate authority385

to verify their identity and obtain credential values to386

participate in the metaverse environments.387

2) The user can create an avatar on each platform server388

using their pseudo-identity, public key, and credential389

values. Afterward, the user transmits an authentication390

message to the appropriate platform server for entering391

the corresponding virtual spaces.392

3) If the authentication phase is completed successfully, 393

the platform server sends a session key to the user, and 394

then the user and platform server communicate using 395

the session key to guarantee secure communication. 396

4) A user who has already entered a virtual space using 397

an avatar can interact with the other avatars. For secure 398

avatar-to-avatar interactions, the user can perform the 399

avatar authentication phase. 400

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME 401

In this section, we propose a secure mutual authentication 402

scheme using blockchain technology for metaverse envi- 403

ronments. In addition, we consider the avatar authentica- 404

tion phase to guarantee secure avatar-to-avatar interactions 405

in virtual spaces. The proposed scheme comprises five main 406

phases, namely, the initialization, user setup, avatar gen- 407

eration, login and authentication, and avatar authentication 408

phases. The notations used in the proposed scheme are 409

defined in Table 1. 410

A. INITIALIZATION PHASE 411

In the initialization phase, CA selects a nonsingular elliptic 412

curve Ep(u, r) over Fp. Afterward, CA selects a base point P 413

on Ep(u, r) and a private key kca. CA then computes a public 414

key PKca = kca · P and publishes the system parameters 415

{Ep(u, r),P,PKca, h(·), hb(·)}. 416

B. USER SETUP PHASE 417

In the user setup phase,Ui must verify the identity fromCA to 418

obtain the credentials required to participate in the metaverse 419

environment. The process of the user setup phase is shown in 420

Figure 2 and is described as follows. 421
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TABLE 1. Notations of our scheme.

1) Ui inputs IDi, PWi, and Bi in SDi and generates a422

random number RNi and private key ki. Thereafter, Ui423

computes a pseudo-identity PIDi = h(IDi||RNi) and424

public key PKi = ki · P. Afterward, Ui transmits the425

message {PIDi,PKi, infoi} to CA via a secure channel,426

where infoi is the personal information of Ui.427

2) CA checks the uniqueness of (PIDi,PKi) in the428

blockchain and verifies infoi. If this process is com-429

pleted successfully, CA generates a random number430

xi and computes Xi = xi · P and Sigi−ca = xi +431

h(PIDi||PKi||Xi) · kca, where Sigi−ca is the signa-432

ture value used to confirm that Ui is verified by CA.433

Then, CA sends Vi = (Xi, Sigi−ca) to Ui and stores434

(PIDi,PKi) in the blockchain.435

3) Ui computes HPWi = h(IDi||PWi||hb(Bi)),RPWi =436

h(PWi||hb(Bi)||RNi),Z1 = RNi ⊕ HPWi,Z2 =437

h(IDi||HPWi||RPWi||RNi), and Z3 = Vi ⊕ RPWi, and438

then stores {Z1,Z2,Z3} on SDi.439

C. AVATAR GENERATION PHASE440

In the avatar generation phase, Ui can generate an avatar441

using SDi to enter the virtual space managed by St . Figure 3442

presents the avatar generation phase, which is described in443

detail as follows.444

1) Ui inputs IDi,PWi, and Bi in SDi. Then, Ui com-445

putes HPWi = h(IDi||PWi||hb(Bi)),RNi = Z1 ⊕446

HPWi,RPWi = h(PWi||hb(Bi)||RNi), and Z∗2 =447

h(IDi||HPWi||RPWi||RNi), and checks Z∗2
?
= Z2.448

2) If it is equal, Ui generates a random number ni and449

avatari, where avatari is the unique ID used in St . Ui450

then computes Vi = Z3 ⊕ RPWi,Ni = ni · P, Si =451

ki · PKst ,Ci = ni + h(avatari||PIDi||Xi||Sigi−ca) · ki,452

and EMi = (Ni||Ci||Xi||Sigi−ca)⊕h(avatari||PIDi||Si).453

FIGURE 2. User setup phase of our scheme.

Thereafter,Ui sends {avatari,PIDi,EMi} to St through 454

the secure channel. 455

3) St checks PIDi in the blockchain and retrieves PKi. 456

Then, St verifies the uniqueness of (avatari,PKi) in 457

the database and computes S∗i = kst · PKi and 458

(Ni||Ci||Xi||Sigi−ca) = EMi ⊕ h(avatari||PIDi||S∗i ). 459

Afterward, St verifiesCi·P
?
= Ni+h(avatari||PIDi||Xi|| 460

Sigi−ca) ·PKi and Sigi−ca ·P
?
= Xi+ h(PIDi||PKi||Xi) · 461

PKca. If it is equal, St stores (avatari,PKi) in the 462

database and publishes (avatari,PKi) in the virtual 463

space. 464

FIGURE 3. Avatar generation phase of our scheme.

D. LOGIN AND AUTHENTICATION PHASE 465

Ui can login to St with avatari to enter the virtual space. 466

Ui and St perform the following steps to obtain the session 467

key to realize secure communication. Figure 4 describes the 468

login and authentication phase. 469

1) Ui inputs IDi,PWi, and Bi in SDi. Then, Ui calcu- 470

lates HPWi = h(IDi||PWi||hb(Bi)),RNi = Z1 ⊕ 471

HPWi,RPWi = h(PWi||hb(Bi)||RNi), and Z∗2 = 472

h(IDi||HPWi||RPWi||RNi), and verifies Z∗2
?
= Z2. 473
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FIGURE 4. Login and authentication phase of our scheme.

2) If it is same, Ui generates a random number n1 and474

timestamp T1. Afterward, Ui calculates Vi = Z3 ⊕475

RPWi, v1 = h(avatari||PIDi||Xi||n1||T1), S1 = v1 ·476

P, S2 = v1 ·PKst ,Veri−st = v1+h(avatari||PIDi||T1) ·477

ki, and EM1 = (avatari||PIDi478

||Veri−st ) ⊕ h(S2||T1). Then, Ui sends the message479

{EM1, S1,T1} to St via the public channel.480

3) After receiving {EM1, S1,T1} from Ui, St checks T1 by481

the condition |T ∗1 − T1| ≤ 1T . Thereafter, St com-482

putes S∗2 = kst · S1 and (avatari||PIDi||Veri−st ) =483

EM1 ⊕ h(S∗2 ||T1). Then, St verifies that Veri−st · P
?
=484

S1 + h(avatari||PIDi||T1) · PKi.485

4) If it is equal, St computes v2 = h(avatari||PIDi||kst486

||n2||T2), S3 = v2 · P, S4 = v2 · S1, SKi−st =487

h(avatari||S∗2 ||S4), and EM2 = h(avatari||PIDi||488

SKi−st ||T2). Then, St transmits the message489

{EM2, S3,T2} to Ui via the public channel.490

5) After obtaining {EM2, S3,T2} from St , Ui checks491

whether |T ∗2 − T2| ≤ 1T . If this is valid, Ui calcu-492

lates S∗4 = v1 · S3, SK∗i−st = h(avatari||S2||S∗4 ), and493

EM∗2 = h(avatari||SK∗i−st ||T2). Afterward, Ui verifies494

the condition that EM∗2
?
= EM2. If the equation is the495

same, Ui and St have successfully finished the login496

and authentication phase. In the future, Ui and St use497

SKi−st for their secure communication.498

E. AVATAR AUTHENTICATION PHASE499

The avatar authentication phase is only available to users500

logged into and exchanged session keys with the platform501

server for secure avatar interaction in the virtual space. In this502

phase, the platform server is only responsible for forwarding 503

request and response messages. In the virtual space, avatars 504

can perform mutual authentication according to the follow- 505

ing process. Figure 5 indicates the avatar authentication 506

phase. 507

1) Ui generates n3 and T3. Then, Ui computes v3 = 508

h(avatari||PIDi||Xi||n3||T3), S5 = v3 · P, S6 = 509

v3 · PKj,Veri = v3 + h(avatari||avatarj||S6||T3) · 510

ki,EM3 = (PIDi||Veri) ⊕ h(S6||T3), and Req = 511

SYESKi−st (avatarj,EM3, S5,T3). Afterward, Ui sends 512

the authentication request message Req to St . 513

2) After receiving Req from Ui, St calculates (avatarj, 514

EM3, S5,T3) = SYDSKi−st (Req). Then, St encrypts 515

Reqij using the session key between Uj and St such as 516

Reqij = SYESKj−st (EM3, S5,T3). Thereafter, St trans- 517

mits Reqij to Uj. 518

3) Uj computes (EM3, S5,T3) = SYDSKj−st (Reqij), 519

S∗6 = kj · S5, and (PIDi||Veri) = EM3 ⊕ h(S∗6 ||T3). 520

Afterward, Uj checks PIDi in the blockchain and 521

retrieves PKi. Then, Uj verifies Veri · P
?
= S5 + 522

h(avatari||avatarj||S∗6 ||T3) · PKi. 523

4) If it is same,Uj generates n4 and T4. Then,Uj calculates 524

v4 = h(avatarj||PIDj||Xj||n4||T4), S7 = v4 · P, S8 = 525

v4 · S5,Verj = v4 + h(avatarj||avatari|| 526

S8||T4) · kj,EM4 = (PIDj||Verj) ⊕ h(S8||T4), and 527

Res = SYESKj−st (avatari,EM4, S7,T4). Afterward Uj 528

sends the response message Res to St . 529

5) After receiving Res from Uj, St calculates (avatari, 530

EM4, S7,T4) = SYDSKj−st (Res). Then, St encrypts 531

Resij using the session key between Ui and St such as 532
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FIGURE 5. Avatar authentication phase of our scheme.

Resij = SYESKi−st (EM4, S7,T4). Thereafter, St trans-533

mits Resij to Ui.534

6) Ui computes (EM4, S7,T4) = SYDSKi−st (Resij),535

S∗8 = v3 · S7, and (PIDj||Verj) = EM4 ⊕ h(S∗8 ||T4).536

Then, Ui checks PIDj in the blockchain and retrieves537

PKj. Afterward, Ui verifies Verj · P
?
= S7 +538

h(avatarj||avatari||S∗8 ||T4) · PKj. If all steps are com-539

pleted successfully, Ui and Uj can prove that avatari540

and avatarj are their own.541

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS542

In this section, we present an informal security analysis of the543

proposed scheme. In addition, we present a formal security544

analysis of the proposed scheme using the AVISPA tool, BAN545

logic, and RORmodel. As a result, we prove that the proposed546

scheme can resist various security attacks.547

A. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS548

Through this informal security analysis, we demonstrate549

that the proposed scheme is resistant to various security550

attacks including stolen smart devices, offline password551

guessing, impersonation, platform server spoofing, reply,552

MITM, insider, privileged insider, and ephemeral secret553

leakage (ESL) attacks. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the 554

proposed scheme guarantees perfect forward secrecy, user 555

anonymity, and mutual authentication. 556

1) STOLEN SMART DEVICES ATTACK 557

Following the adversary model, assume that an adver- 558

sary obtains SDi and can extract the stored parameters 559

{Z1,Z2,Z3}. However, all the parameters are masked with 560

hash and XOR operations using IDi, PWi, and Bi so that 561

the adversary cannot obtain sensitive information about Ui. 562

Thus, our scheme can protect against stolen smart device 563

attacks. 564

2) OFFLINE PASSWORD GUESSING ATTACK 565

Assume that an adversary eavesdrops transmitted messages 566

{EM1, S1,T1}, and {EM2, S2,T2} through the public channel 567

and extracts the parameters {Z1,Z2,Z3} stored on SDi. Then, 568

the adversary can try to compute the sensitive information 569

of Ui. However, the adversary cannot calculate any sensitive 570

information such as Z1 = RNi ⊕ h(IDi||PWi||hb(Bi)) and 571

Z3 = Vi ⊕ h(PWi||hb(Bi)||RNi) without knowing IDi,PWi, 572

and Bi. Therefore, our scheme is resistant to offline password 573

guessing attacks. 574
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3) IMPERSONATION ATTACK575

Suppose that an adversary can eavesdrop on the transmitted576

message via the public channel. If an adversary wants to577

impersonate Ui, they should create a login request message578

{EM1, S1,T1}. However, the adversary cannot create the login579

request message because they do not know Ui’s identity IDi,580

password PWi, biometric information Bi, random numbers581

RNi, n1, and private key ki. As a result, our scheme can with-582

stand impersonation attacks.583

4) PLATFORM SERVER SPOOFING ATTACK584

An adversary can intercept messages {EM1, S1,T1} and585

{EM2, S3,T2} through an insecure channel for spoofing St .586

Then, the adversary attempts to deceive legitimate users587

by generating a response message {EM∗2 , S
∗

3 ,T
∗

2 }. How-588

ever, under the proposed scheme, the adversary cannot gen-589

erate the response message because they cannot compute590

S2, S3, and v2 without the random number n2 and private591

key kst . Thus, our scheme can resist platform server spoofing592

attacks.593

5) REPLAY AND MITM ATTACKS594

Assume that the adversary eavesdrops on the transmitted595

messages {EM1, S1,T1} and {EM2, S3,T2} via the public596

channel. However, the adversary cannot reuse these messages597

for the login and authentication phase because they verify598

the timestamps {T1,T2} and random numbers {n1, n2} to con-599

firm the freshness of the messages. In addition, the adversary600

cannot calculate EM1, S1,EM2, and S3 without knowing the601

randomnumbers n1, n2 and private keys ki, kst . Therefore, our602

scheme is resistant to both replay and MITM attacks.603

6) PERFECT FORWARD SECRECY604

Let be the adversary can intercept messages {EM1, S1,T1}605

and {EM2, S3,T2} via an insecure channel and obtain606

long-term secret keys {ki, kst }. Then, the adversary can607

attempt to compute SKi−st = h(avatari||S2||S4). However,608

the adversary cannot calculate v2 = h(avatari||PIDi||kst ||609

n2||T2) and S4 = v2 · P without knowing random number n2.610

As a result, our scheme provides perfect forward secrecy.611

7) INSIDER ATTACK612

According to the adversary model, a malicious adversary613

can generate a malicious avatar and access St . In addi-614

tion, the adversary can intercept messages {EM1, S1,T1}615

and {EM2, S3,T2}. However, the adversary cannot calcu-616

late the parameters required to impersonate Ui such as617

v1 = h(avatari||PIDi||Xi||n1||T1) and Veri−st = v1 +618

h(avatari||PIDi||T1) · ki, without the private key ki and ran-619

dom number n1. Furthermore, assume that the adversary620

obtains the messages Req,Reqij,Res, and Resij. However,621

since the adversary does not know the session keys SKi−st622

and SKj−st , they cannot obtain the information required to623

impersonate avatars. Thus, our scheme can withstand insider624

attacks.625

8) PRIVILEGED INSIDER ATTACK 626

Suppose that a malicious adversary is a privileged insider 627

user of St . Then, the adversary can obtain the message 628

{avatari,PIDi,EMi} in the avatar generation phase. Further- 629

more, the adversary can interceptmessages {EM1, S1,T1} and 630

{EM2, S3,T2} via the public channel. However, the adversary 631

cannot generate any information to impersonate Ui such as 632

v1,Veri−st , and EM1 without knowing n1 and ki. In addition, 633

assume the adversary obtains the messages Req,Reqij,Res, 634

and Resij. However, the adversary cannot obtain vital infor- 635

mation required to impersonate avatars without n3, n4, ki, and 636

kj. Hence, our scheme can protect against privileged insider 637

attacks. 638

9) EPHEMERAL SECRET LEAKAGE ATTACK 639

As described in Section III-D, the adversary can obtain the 640

ephemeral and long-term secret values. Then, the adver- 641

sary can attempt to compute the session key SKi−st = 642

h(avatari||S2||S4) generated betweenUi and St . This scenario 643

is described in detail as follows. 644

• Assume the adversary obtains the ephemeral secret val- 645

ues n1 and n2 to compute SKi−st . However, the adversary 646

cannot calculate S2 = v1 ·PKst and S4 = v2 · S1 because 647

v1 and v2 are generated with long-term secret values 648

Xi, ki, and kst . 649

• Assume the adversary obtains long-term secret values 650

Xi, ki and kst to compute SKi−st . Although the adversary 651

can obtain S2, S4 = v1 · S3 = v2 · S1 cannot be obtained 652

without knowing the ephemeral values n1 and n2. 653

As a result, the adversary must have both the ephemeral and 654

long-term secret values to compute SKi−st . Therefore, our 655

scheme can prevent ESL attacks. 656

10) USER ANONYMITY 657

Assume that the adversary can intercept transmittedmessages 658

and obtain SDi. However, they cannot obtain the real identity 659

IDi. Under the proposed scheme,Ui utilizes a pseudo-identity 660

PIDi = h(IDi||RNi) rather than IDi in the metaverse environ- 661

ments so that IDi is never revealed to any entity. Therefore, 662

our schemes can provide user anonymity. 663

11) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION 664

In the authentication phase, Ui sends the login request mes- 665

sage {EM1, S1,T1} to St . Then, St obtains Veri−st by decrypt- 666

ing EM1 and retrieves PKi from the blockchain using PIDi. 667

Then, St verifies Veri−st ·P
?
= S1+h(avatari||PIDi||T1) ·PKi. 668

If it is same, St can authenticate Ui, and St sends mes- 669

sage {EM2, S3,T2} to Ui. Afterward, Ui computes EM∗2 and 670

authenticates St by verifying that EM∗2
?
= EM2. 671

In addition, our scheme provides the avatar authentication 672

phase to realize secure avatar-to-avatar interactions in virtual 673

spaces. If Avatari and Avatarj want to authenticate each other, 674

they exchange the request message Reqij and response mes- 675

sageResij through St . Afterward,Avatari obtainsVerj through 676

EM4 and retrieves PKj from the blockchain using PIDj. Then, 677
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Ui checks Verj · P
?
= S7 + h(avatarj||avatari||S∗8 ||T4) · PKj.678

If the equation is true, Avatari can authenticate Avatarj. Sim-679

ilarly, Avatarj can authenticate Avatari by checking Veri ·P
?
=680

S5+ h(avatari||avatarj||S∗6 ||T3) ·PKi. Therefore, our scheme681

can ensure mutual authentication.682

B. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING BAN LOGIC683

BAN logic is widely used to demonstrate the mutual authenti-684

cation of a protocol [39], [40], [41]. In this section, we utilize685

BAN logic to prove that the proposed scheme guarantees686

mutual authentication. We also introduce logical postulates,687

goals, idealized forms, and assumptions to conduct the BAN688

logic proof. Table 2 defines the notations using in BAN logic.689

TABLE 2. Notaions of BAN logic.

1) LOGICAL POSTULATES690

The logical postulates of BAN logic are summarized as fol-691

lows.692

• Message meaning rule (MMR):693

A1| ≡ A1
K
↔ A2,A1 G {D1}K

A1| ≡ A2| ∼ D1
694

• Nonce verification rule (NVR):695

A1| ≡ #(D1),A1| ≡ A2| ∼ D1

A1| ≡ A2| ≡ D1
696

• Jurisdiction rule (JR):697

A1| ≡ A2 ⇒ D1,A1| ≡ A2| ≡ D1

A1| ≡ D1
698

• Belief rule (BR):699

A1| ≡ (D1,D2)

A1| ≡ D1
700

• Freshness rule (FR):701

A1| ≡ #(D1)

A1| ≡ #(D1,D2)
702

2) GOALS 703

The goals of the proposed scheme to prove mutual authenti- 704

cation are expressed as follows. 705

706

Goal 1: St | ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 707

Goal 2: St | ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 708

Goal 3: Ui| ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 709

Goal 4: Ui| ≡ St | ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 710

3) IDEALIZED FORMS 711

We can express our login and authentication messages 712

{EM1, S1,T1} and {EM2, S3,T2} as follows. 713

714

Message 1: Ui→ St : {avatari,PIDi, S1,T1}S2 715

Message 2: St → Ui : {avatari,PIDi, S3,T2}S4 716

4) ASSUMPTIONS 717

The assumptions considered in the proposed scheme are sum- 718

marized as follows. 719

A1: St | ≡ (Ui
S2
←→ St ) 720

A2: St | ≡ #(T1) 721

A3: Ui| ≡ (Ui
S4
←→ St ) 722

A4: Ui| ≡ #(T2) 723

A5: St | ≡ Ui ⇒ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 724

A6: Ui| ≡ St ⇒ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) 725

5) BAN LOGIC PROOF 726

The BAN logic proof is performed using the above logical 727

postulates, idealized forms, and assumptions to prove the 728

stated goals. 729

• We can obtain E1 from Message 1. 730

E1 : St G {avatari,PIDi, S1,T1}S2 731

• We apply the MMR using E1 and A1 to obtain E2. 732

E2 : St | ≡ Ui| ∼ (avatari,PIDi, S1,T1) 733

• We apply the FR using E2 and A2 to obtain E3. 734

E3 : St | ≡ #(avatari,PIDi, S1,T1) 735

• We apply the NVR using E2 and E3 to obtain E4. 736

E4 : St | ≡ Ui| ≡ (avatari,PIDi, S1,T1) 737

• We apply the BR using E4 to obtain E5. 738

E5 : St | ≡ Ui| ≡ (avatari,PIDi, S1) 739

• We can obtain E6 from Message 2. 740

E6 : Ui G {avatari,PIDi, S3,T2}S4 741

• We apply the MMR using E6 and A3 to obtain E7. 742

E7 : Ui| ≡ St | ∼ (avatari,PIDi, S3,T2) 743

• We apply the FR using E7 and A4 to obtain E8. 744

E8 : Ui| ≡ #(avatari,PIDi, S3,T2) 745
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• We apply the NVR using E7 and E8 to obtain E9.746

E9 : Ui| ≡ St | ≡ (avatari,PIDi, S3,T2)747

• We apply the BR using E9 to obtain E10.748

E10 : Ui| ≡ St | ≡ (avatari,PIDi, S3)749

• We can obtain E11 using E5. St can calculate v2 =750

h(avatari||PIDi||kst ||n2||T2), S2 = kst · S1, and S4 =751

v2 · S1. Then, St can successfully generate the session752

key SKi−st = h(avatari||S2||S4).753

E11 : St | ≡ Ui| ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) (Goal 2)754

• We apply the JR using E11 and A5 to obtain E12.755

E12 : St | ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) (Goal 1)756

• We can obtain E13 using E10. Ui can calculate v1 =757

h(avatari||PIDi||Xi||n1||T1), S2 = v1 · PKst , and S4 =758

v1 · S3. Then, Ui can successfully generate the session759

key SKi−st = h(avatari||S2||S4).760

E13 : Ui| ≡ St | ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) (Goal 4)761

• We apply the JR using E10 and A6 to obtain E14.762

E14 : Ui| ≡ (Ui
SKi−st
←→ St ) (Goal 3)763

As a result, the proposed scheme guarantees mutual authen-764

tication between Ui and St .765

C. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING ROR MODEL766

The ROR model is widely used to prove the security of ses-767

sion keys of various authentication protocols [42], [43], [44].768

In this section, we analyze the session key security of our769

scheme using the ROR model. We define Pt1Ui and Pt2St as770

participants such as user and platform server, where ti is the771

instance of the participants. Under the ROR model, an adver-772

sary can use Execute,CorruptSD, Send, and Test queries to773

perform various security attacks. These queries are described774

as follows.775

• Execute(Pt1Ui ,P
t2
St ): The adversary can intercept mes-776

sages transmitted via the public channel between Pt1Ui777

and Pt2St .778

• CorruptSD(Pt1Ui ): The adversary can obtain SDi of P
t1
Ui779

and extract the stored information.780

• Send(Pt ,Message): The adversary transmits the request781

message to other participants and receives the response782

message.783

• Test(Pt ): There is an unbiased coin b representing 0 or784

1. If the adversary performs Test query, Pt obtains a ran-785

dom number when c = 0 and a session key SKi−st when786

c = 1; otherwise, Pt obtains a null (⊥). If the adversary787

cannot distinguish between the session key and random788

number, we can guarantee our scheme’s security of the789

session key.790

1) SECURITY PROOF 791

Theorem 1: We define AdvS (t) as the probability of break- 792

ing the session key security of the proposed scheme S in 793

running time t . In addition, l, qh, qs, |Hash|, |Di|, and |Dp| 794

denote the number of bits in the biometric information, the 795

number of hash queries, the number of send queries, the range 796

space of the hash function, the size of the identity dictio- 797

nary, and the size of the password dictionary, respectively. 798

We also define AdvECDDHPS (t) as the probability of breaking 799

ECDDHP. We then can derive the following result. 800

AdvS (t) ≤
q2h
|Hash|

+ 2
( qs
2l · |Di| · |Dp|

+ AdvECDDHPS (t)
)

801

Proof: We conduct five games Gn, where n = 802

0, 1, 2, 3, 4. We also define Sucadn as the adversary winning 803

probability of Gn. In addition, PrS [Sucadn ] is the advantage 804

of Sucadn . The detailed steps of each game are described as 805

follows. 806

• G0: In G0, the adversary has no information and does 807

not perform a query. Thus, the adversary chooses the 808

random bit b. Through semantic security, we derive the 809

following result. 810

AdvS (t) = |2PrS [Sucad0 ]− 1| (1) 811

• G1: The adversary performs Execute(Pt1Ui ,P
t2
St ) query 812

and interceptsmessages {EM1, S1,T1} and {EM2, S3,T2}. 813

Then, the adversary runs the Test query to obtain the 814

return value and guesses whether the return value is 815

SKi−st or not. To compute SKi−st = (avatari||S2||S4), 816

the adversary requires random numbers n1, n2, and the 817

secret values Xi, kst . However, these values are still 818

unknown to the adversary. Therefore, we derive the 819

following result. 820

PrS [Sucad0 ] = PrS [Sucad1 ] (2) 821

• G2: The adversary conducts bothHash and Send queries 822

to calculate SKi−st . Here, the adversary can also use 823

messages {EM1, S1,T1} and {EM2, S3,T2}. However, 824

these messages are masked by hash functions and 825

random numbers. Therefore, the adversary must find 826

the hash collision to obtain information about SKi−st . 827

We then derive the following result according to the 828

birthday paradox. 829

|PrS [Sucad2 ]− PrS [Sucad1 ]| ≤
q2h

2|Hash|
(3) 830

• G3: The adversary can try to obtain SKi−st using 831

CorruptSD query. Then, the adversary can extract the 832

stored parameters {Z1,Z2,Z3}, where Z1 = RNi ⊕ 833

HPWi,Z2 = h(IDi||HPWi||RPWi||RNi), and Z3 = Vi ⊕ 834

RPWi. To compute SKi−st , the adversary requires RNi 835

and Xi which are masked with IDi, PWi, and Bi. Thus, 836

the adversary can attempt to guess the values to com- 837

pute SKi−st using the biometric information of l bits, the 838
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identity dictionary, and the password dictionary. Then,839

we derive the following result.840

|PrS [Sucad3 ]− PrS [Sucad2 ]| ≤
qs

2l · |Di| · |Dp|
(4)841

• G4: The adversary can try to calculate SKi−st =842

h(avatari||S2||S4), using messages {EM1, S1,T1} and843

{EM2, S3,T2}. Although the adversary can utilize S1 and844

S3, they cannot calculate S2 and S4 due toECDDHP such845

as S4 = v1 · v2 · P. Thus, we derive the following result.846

|PrS [Sucad4 ]− PrS [Sucad3 ]| ≤ AdvECDDHPS (t) (5)847

The adversary guesses bit b by performing Test query. Then,848

we derive the following result.849

PrS [Sucad4 ] =
1
2

(6)850

We can derive the following equation according to (1), (2),851

and (6).852

1
2
AdvS (t) = |PrS [Sucad0 ]−

1
2
|853

= |PrS [Sucad1 ]−
1
2
|854

= |PrS [Sucad1 ]− PrS [Sucad4 ]| (7)855

We can transform (7) into the following equation using the856

triangular inequality and (3), (4), and (5).857

|PrS [Sucad1 ]− PrS [Sucad4 ]| ≤ |PrS [Sucad1 ]− PrS [Sucad3 ]|858

+ |PrS [Sucad3 ]− PrS [Sucad4 ]|859

≤ |PrS [Sucad1 ]− PrS [Sucad2 ]|860

+ |PrS [Sucad2 ]− PrS [Sucad3 ]|861

+ |PrS [Sucad3 ]− PrS [Sucad4 ]|862

≤
q2h

2|Hash|
+

qs
2l · |Di| · |Dp|

863

+AdvECDDHPS (t) (8)864

As a result, we can derive (9) from (7) and (8).865

AdvS (t) ≤
q2h
|Hash|

+ 2
( qs
2l · |Di| · |Dp|

+ AdvECDDHPS (t)
)

866

(9)867

Thus, we can prove Theorem 1.868

D. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS USING AVISPA869

AVISPA is a formal security simulation tool that can be used870

to verify the security of various protocols against replay and871

MITM attacks. The AVISPA tool has been employed in many872

studies to demonstrate protocol security [45], [46], [47]. The873

AVISPA tool uses the High-Level Protocols Specifications874

Language (HLPSL) to specify the actions of each participant.875

Afterward, the HLPSL code of the protocol is transformed to876

the Intermediate Format (IF) using the HLPSL2IF translator.877

Then, IF is input to one of four backends, namely, the On-the-878

fly-Model-Checker (OFMC), the CL-based Attack Searcher879

(CL-AtSe), the SAT-based Model-Checker (SATMC), or the 880

Tree-Automata-based Protocol Analyzer (TA4SP), to obtain 881

Output Format (OF). In this paper, we performed an 882

AVISPA simulation of the proposed scheme using OFMC and 883

CL-AtSe backends, which provide the XOR operation. If the 884

SUMMARY part of OF is SAFE, the proposed scheme can 885

defend against replay and MITM attacks. 886

1) HLPSL CODES OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 887

In this section, we use the HLPSL language to implement 888

the proposed scheme for the basic roles of user U , plat- 889

form server S, and certificate authority CA. Figure 6 indi- 890

cates the role of the session and environment. Note that 891

we declare all basic roles and channels in the role of 892

the session. Then, we declare all constants and variables 893

used in the codes, and we define the intruder knowledge, 894

secrecy goals, and authentication goals in the role of the 895

environment. 896

FIGURE 6. Role of session, environment, and goal.

Figure 7 describes the role ofU . In transition 1,U performs 897

the setup phase in state 0 and updates the state from 0 to 1. 898

Then, U sends {PIDi,PKi, Infoi} to CA via the secure chan- 899

nel. After receiving {Vi} in transition 2, U updates the 900

state from 1 to 2. U then computes {Z1,Z2,Z3} and stores 901

it on SDi. Thereafter, U sends {avatari,PIDi,EMi} to S. 902

To perform the login and authentication process, U transmits 903

{EM1, S1,T1} and defineswitness(U , S, u_s_n1,N1). In tran- 904

sition 3, U receives {EM2, S3,T2} from S and updates the 905

state from 2 to 3. Finally, U computes SK , and defines 906

request(S,U , s_u_n2,N2). 907
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FIGURE 7. Role of user.

2) RESULT OF AVISPA SIMULATION908

The OF for the proposed scheme obtained after applying the909

OFMC and CL-AtSe backends is shown in Figure 8. We rep-910

resent the OF of our scheme after conducting the OFMC911

and CL-AtSe backends in Figure 8. Because the SUMMARY912

parts are SAFE, the proposed scheme can prevent both replay913

and MITM attacks.914

FIGURE 8. Simulation results.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS915

In this section, we analyze the computation costs, communi-916

cation costs, and security features of the proposed scheme.917

Then, we compare the computation costs, communication918

costs, and security features of the proposed scheme with919

existing schemes in similar environments [22], [24], [26].920

A. COMPUTATION COSTS921

We compare the computation costs of the proposed scheme922

with [22], [24], and [26]. In this paper, we follow the923

TABLE 3. Computation costs of each scheme.

execution time of cryptographic operation measured by [48] 924

using Visual C++ 2008 and MIRACL library on Intel(R) 925

Core(TM) 2 T6570 2.1GHz, 4GB memory, and Win7 926

32-bit operating system environment. Depending on [48] 927

and [49], we denote the execution times of bilinear pair- 928

ing, EC point multiplication, EC point addition, symmetric 929

encryption/decryption, the hash function, and the biohash- 930

ing function as Tbp (≈ 22.0587 ms), Tem (≈ 7.3529 ms), 931

Tea (≈ 0.009ms), Tsye (≈ 0.1303ms), Th (≈ 0.0004ms), and 932

Tbh (≈ 0.01 ms), respectively. In the login and authentication 933

phase of the proposed scheme, Ui performs the operation to 934

send the login request message, which has an execution cost 935

of 4Tem+Tea+ 8Th+ 2TH . After receiving the login request 936

message, St performs the operation, which requires time as 937

5Tem+Tea+5Th for responding toUi. Table 3 shows the total 938

computation costs of the compared authentication schemes. 939

B. COMMUNICATION COSTS 940

We evaluate the communication costs of the proposed scheme 941

and [22], [24], and [26]. In the proposed scheme, the EC 942

point, hash function output, avatar identity, random num- 943

ber, symmetric encryption/decryption, and timestamp require 944

320, 160, 160, 128, 128, and 32 bits, respectively. In the pro- 945

posed scheme’s login and authentication phase, we transmit 946

messages {EM1, S1,T1} and {EM2, S3,T2} betweenUi and St 947

which require (480+320+32) bits and (160+320+32) bits, 948

respectively. As a result, the total communication cost of the 949

login and authentication scheme is (832+ 512) = 1344 bits. 950

Table 4 shows the total communication costs and number of 951

exchanged messages for each authentication scheme. 952

C. SECURITY FEATURES 953

The security features of the compared schemes [22], [24], 954

[26], and the proposed scheme are listed in Table 5. Fol- 955

lowing Table 5, the proposed scheme can withstand stolen 956

smart cards/devices, offline password guessing, imperson- 957

ation, server spoofing, replay, MITM, insider, and privileged 958
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TABLE 4. Communication costs of each scheme.

TABLE 5. Security features of each scheme.

insider attacks. In addition, our scheme provides perfect for-959

ward secrecy, user anonymity, and user-server mutual authen-960

tication. The proposed scheme also provides user-to-user961

mutual authentication to guarantee secure avatar interactions.962

Therefore, the proposed scheme offers a more diverse set963

of security features than the existing schemes [22], [24],964

and [26].965

VII. CONCLUSION966

In this paper, we designed a system model that provides967

secure communication and avatar interactions in metaverse968

environments. In this system model, user identification data969

are managed transparently using blockchain technology.970

In addition, we proposed a secure mutual authentication971

scheme between users and platform servers and between972

avatars and avatars using ECC and biometric information.973

The informal security analysis was also performed to eval-974

uate the proposed secure mutual authentication scheme. The975

results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is resistant to976

various security attacks such as stolen smart devices, offline977

password guessing, and impersonation attacks. In addition,978

we performed formal security analyses using the BAN logic979

and the ROR model to show that the proposed scheme980

provides mutual authentication and session key security.981

We also demonstrated that the proposed scheme can prevent982

replay and MITM attacks utilizing the AVISPA tool. Finally,983

we compared the computation costs, communication costs,984

and security features of the proposed scheme and existing985

schemes in similar environments. We found that the proposed986

scheme has lower computation costs and communication987

costs. Moreover, the proposed scheme offers a richer set of988

security features than the existing schemes. Thus, we expect 989

that the proposed scheme can be used to provide secure meta- 990

verse environments. 991
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